
Week 8th June  SPAG lesson 

More homophones 

Task 1  

Last week, we looked at homophones. Here is a list of the ones we covered: 

their/they’re/there two/too/to our/hour whole/hole 

through/threw write/right eight/ate sea/see 

 

boy/buoy peace/piece leak/leek waste/waist 

muscle/mussel steal/steel sauce/source soar/saw 

Look at the piece of writing below and choose the correct spelling so that it makes sense. 

Copy the paragraph into your book and choose the correct homophone to go in the gap.  

One day there was a boy/buoy who wanted to right/write a letter to his mum. He started 

to write/right his letter but it took him eight/ate hole/whole hours to finish it. He 

threw/through the letter in the bin seven times and pulled a muscle/mussel as he was 

doing it! The piece/peace of paper that he wrote it on was covered in holes/wholes from 

so much rubbing out.  

Extra challenge 

- Can you think of any more homophones? Write your own sentences with these in. 

- From the paragraph above, are there any other words that are homophones?  

 

Task 2 – near homophones 

Near homophones are words that nearly sound the same and are often mixed up when 

spelling choices are being made. Sometimes, reading work aloud can really help to hear 

which spelling choice needs to be made. 

Read this list of near homophones to yourself. Really think about how the different words 

are pronounced. Practise spelling them by writing them in your neatest handwriting. 

where/were of/off quite/quiet are/hour now/know 

Now write some sentences with these words in and make sure you make the correct 

spelling choice. 

 

Task 3 

Copy the paragraph below into your book and put in the correct near homophone. Be really 

careful with the speech punctuation and read it aloud to yourself to check afterwards.  

‘’Where/Were are we going?’’ asked Bill.  

‘’Be quiet/quite as you go. It’s quite/quiet a long way but we’ll be there soon.’’ replied Fred.  

‘’Will it take longer than an hour/are?’’ asked Bill. 

‘’I don’t now/know. Don’t fall off/of the path as we walk!’’ answered Fred.  



Extra challenge  

Try and use these more challenging near homophones in sentences.  

effect/affect advice/advise decent/descent where/were/we’re 

 

Grammar  

Expanded noun phrases 

Remember from our previous lessons, that a noun is a person, place or thing. We can make 

a noun phrase by adding an adjective (describing word) to that noun.  

Example:    Dog    -   the black dog 

We can add in more detail and make the noun phrase expanded by adding more adjectives 

or extra detail by using ‘with’. 

Example:   The black dog – the black and white dog with a spotty collar.  

 

Task 1  

Finish these noun phrases to expand them further using ‘with’. 

Be as creative and funny as you can. 

the old church with …                      the spooky woodland with … 

the spring meadow with …             the little boy with …                 the circus horse with …. 

 

Task 2 

Think about the nouns that you are going to use in your story – the door, the woods, the 

characters. Try and think of some really good expanded noun phrases that you can use and 

practise them for this lesson. Remember the purpose of these is to give more information 

to the reader so they can picture your story really well in their head. Include them in your 

story to give more detail for the reader.  

 

Answers 

Task 1 

One day there was a boy who wanted to write a letter to his mum. He started to write his 

letter but it took him eight whole hours to finish it. He threw the letter in the bin seven 

times and pulled a muscle as he was doing it! The piece of paper that he wrote it on was 

covered in holes from so much rubbing out.  

Extra challenge  

Other homophones in the paragraph could be: one, there, to, took, hours, so,  

Task 3 

‘’Where are we going?’’ asked Bill.  

‘’Be quiet as you go. It’s quite a long way but we’ll be there soon.’’ replied Fred.  

‘’Will it take longer than an hour?’’ asked Bill. 

‘’I don’t know. Don’t fall off the path as we walk!’’ answered Fred. 


